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Cash Flow Modelling 

(3 Days) 
 

Overview 

This programme has been designed to enable delegates to build cash flow forecasts, model the 
outcomes by applying sensitivity and scenario analysis techniques, interpret the results and 
incorporate into their credit analysis. 

Objectives 

By the end of this programme, delegates should be able to: 

 Identify how changes in the macro environment should be incorporated into our customer 

forecasts 

 List the most commonly encountered types of forecast encountered by the credit analyst, 

their analytical value and where to source information 

 State how Business Risk and Industry Risk impact upon the forecasts 

 Explain the extent to which historical performance can be a guide to future performance, 

including how to “clean up” the numbers 

 Set up the forecast as a model, avoiding model risk 

 Record the rules and structure for the model such that a second analyst can immediately 

understand how it works 

 Use shortcuts and techniques using macros and VBA 

 Set up key balance sheet and income statement items as dependent variables 

 Conduct “What-If?” Analysis using Scenario Manager, Data Tables, Goal Seek and Solver 

 Apply sensitivity techniques appropriate to a large model incorporating many worksheets 

 Understand how Crystal Ball and Monte Carlo simulations can add to the analysis 

 Interpret the results of their work and write well informed analysis leading to a credit 

recommendation 

 Present their work to Credit Committee 

Audience 

Financial analysts, credit analysts, relationship managers and credit officers who have 
responsibility for constructing and/ or analysing customer cash flow forecasts. 

It will be assumed that delegates: 
 Have a solid understanding of company accounts 

 Are familiar with the purpose and computation of key financial ratios 

 Understand how a cash flow statement can be derived from the income statement and 

balance sheet 

 Are aware of how the Direct Method of presentation differs from the Indirect Method 

 Have an intermediate level of Excel 

 


